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Letter From
The Principal
Dear Community,
It is hard to imagine that we are already starting to plan for the new term
ahead! I am very pleased this term has kicked off well, and that we have
had a smooth transition back onto campus. You would have recently
received a letter from the administration team about the opening
extension plans. If you have not read this, please take the time to learn
about some of our exciting new changes to your child’s timetable.
Also this week you, would have received a letter from Ms Orlaith that
went home. This letter explains the support services for your child. Our
school has completed thorough screenings and has allocated children
support services when their screening assessment has demonstrated a
need for them whilst also considering teacher feedback.
In the near future, we aim to share some news about how we can
effectively manage the car park and the business that exists in this area.
On Saturday the 5th of September, we also had a beach clean up. This
event was a lovely experience where we were able to support our
community and give the beach a good clean. Working together with
EcoBali, the waste collected has been disposed of in a responsible
manner and we are pleased to encourage our students to be
environmental warriors. Wishing you a pleasant weekend.
Always available,
Llana Reece
Principal Director
ProEducation School, Indonesia
llanareece@proed.asia
+628193434322

The Importance of
Routines
Routine is important for everyone. It provides structure, purpose and
consistency. For children, having a routine is even more significant as it
can provide a sense of normality and comfort within their day. Though it
is important for children to learn how to adapt to changes in their lives,
change can bring about stress and uncertainty. Implementing a routine
can help to reduce this stress and can bring a feeling of security.

What is a routine and when do we use
them?
A routine is a sequence of actions regularly
followed. As adults, we create to-do lists and
we write down goals to give us structure
during the day, week and month. We use
them in the morning when getting ready, at
work, when we are cleaning the house,
making dinner and going to bed. Children
also need routines and goals at these times
to keep them on track and to give them
structure.
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How can you create and implement a routine
chart at home?
Involving your child in creating a routine child has many benefits. It gives
children a sense of responsibility, it helps to develop life management
skills and can also stop morning and bedtime hassles.
Start with creating a list of things that your child needs to do when they
wake up in the morning or before they go to bed. This list might include:
Morning routine: brushing your teeth, getting dressed, eating
breakfast, having a shower and packing a bag for school.
Getting ready to leave the house: shoes on, backpack packed, mask
on, helmet on and sitting sensibly.
Bedtime routine: tidying toys away, picking a bedtime story, brushing
teeth, bath time, choosing clothes for the morning and hugs before bed.
You can then draw/take pictures of the children doing these things or
print off pre-made routine cards and add them to your routine chart.
Hang this up on a wall where the children can see and refer to it.
It is important to let the routine chart be the ‘boss’. Instead of telling
your child what to do ask them “What is next on your routine chart?”
Often, you will not have to ask and they will tell you.

The Benefits of having a routine:
Teaches a child the importance of time management as well as
helping them to follow a schedule
Helps to set expectations
Gives a child confidence and independence
Teaches self-control
Creates habits
Helps build social skills
Helps children deal with transitions
Helps children to get excited about what’s coming up

Things to consider when building a routine chart
Balance of activities
Having a range of activities makes the routine interesting and fun. You
should think about adding a variety of activities that differ in:

Noise level
It is really important to think about noise level when creating a
routine chart. The reason for this is because you do not want
your child to have a really loud, exciting activity just before they
go to bed. Having a range of noisy and quiet activities is great as
it allows your child to learn about self-control during different
parts of the day. Think about what times of the day are good for
your child to burn off some energy and what times of the day
they need to be calm and relax.
Noisey activities may include: playing music, dancing, sports,
playing on the playstation or playing board games. Quiet
activities may include: colouring, meditation, yoga, reading a
book or watching a film.

Location
Being sat in one place all the time doing every activity can be
tedious for some children. Think about different stations and
areas the children can do different activities.
Homework Station - Setting up an area in the house in which
your child can complete their homework can be really
beneficial. This would ideally be a space you do not use for
anything other than work. This is so that it gives your child
structure and discipline. It encourages them to complete their
work while they are at this station.
Play Station - Having an area inside for play is also a great
addition. This would ideally be away from areas in which you
want the children to sleep or complete homework. The reason
for this is so that your child knows that they can be free and
enjoy playing in this area. They also know that in other areas
such as their bedroom or at the table, they should not be
playing but instead going to sleep or doing their homework.
Outside/Inside activities Think about what activities could be
done outside. Maybe after school your child has some time to
play outside before completing their homework. Good
activities to do outside are painting, sports, swimming, walking
on the beach and visiting a playground. Think about what
activities could be done inside. These could include lego,
playdoh, colouring in, playing with toys, cooking and puzzles.
You could have at least one outside and one inside activity
every evening to give variety to their routine.

Person leading (child vs. adult)
For a child to build a range of skills whilst following their routines,
there needs to be a mixture of child led and adult led activities.
Child led activities will allow your child to feel like they have some
control over the routine and this will then lead to a feeling of
success and responsibility. Adult led activities give your child
guidance so that they continue to build upon skills they have
already started to learn.

Screen Time
Adding time into the routine for conversation and activities that take
place away from a screen is crucial for your child’s development.
Spending too much time on screens has been linked to not getting
enough sleep, poor grades, poor communication skills and a greater risk
of obesity. It is important that you limit and monitor screen time to make
sure that your child can build upon their communication skills, selfregulation and learn to be imaginative. It also makes sure that their brain
is not over stimulated which can happen when a child is watching a
screen for too long. Strategies of limiting and monitoring screen time
are: setting time limits, taking screens out of children’s bedrooms and
knowing what your child is viewing.

Timers
Children’s attention span can vary depending on the child’s development,
interests and mood that day. Timers are a great way of helping children to
follow routines put in place and keep on task.
A ranger of timers can work:
Sand Timers
These can help children then need a visual
countdown but are not yet ready to use a timer
with numbers.
Countdown Timers
These are good when you want to show a visual
using numbers. Many phones have good timers
on them that many children respond to well.
Clock
You can use a clock once your child can tell the
time. This can help them to practice telling them
time and using a clock to determine how much
time they have left for an activity.
It is important to know how long your child’s
attention span is. This will help you to give them
an appropriate time to complete a task in their
routine.

Rewards
Rewards can be a good way to encourage your child to complete their
daily routine. When you first start using the routine chart physical
rewards are great to encourage your child. Some examples of rewards
include: stickers, one-to-one time with parents, activity of their choice out
the house, choosing where they eat out etc.
As your child becomes more familiar with the routine their reward might
change to something such as just a tick on the reward chart which allows
your children to experience the satisfaction of following their charts
because it feels good and therefore gives them an inner sense of
accomplishment.

What the school did well and where we can improve
by Kristy Barker (PgD OHS)
Managing Director of Bali Safe

Weekly Round-up!!!

BaliSafe has had a busy week with providing a CovidSafe Representative daily at ProEducation.
We have been working with the Teachers and staff to monitor and update procedure application
and coach behaviours to be consistent in making it safe!
Some of the positive behaviours observed:

Cleaners have been going above and beyond with cleaning the frequent touch points such as
door handles, desks, water fountains, taps, rest rooms and handrails, not every 2 hours but
every hour.
The COVIDSafe cleaning kits in each room are making it easy for staff and students to "clean
after they use" which has created a big impact of surface hygiene.
The bus drivers were observed on different occasions getting vehicles cleaned and reading
through their procedures to make certain our buses are covid friendly vehicles as much as they
can.
We have found that thermometers tend to vary in readings so the security have updated their
procedure and increased calibration testing to daily.
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Implementation of the ProEducation CovidSafe Management Plan by staff and their efforts is
commendable.
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commitments by Pro-Education management and staff.
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Fee Schedule
The current invoice is for Term 2 and is due on 28th of August.
If you need to communicate that your circumstances require payment
accommodations being made, then please contact Ms Nora our Finance
Manager nora@proed.asia.
We hope that if you are a parent in need of discussing payment arrangements
that you open these discussions prior to the 5th of September. After the 5th
of September our waiting list students will be contacted.

